Variational auto-encoder frameworks have demonstrated success in reducing complex nonlinear dynamics in molecular simulation to a single non-linear embedding. In this work, we illustrate how this non-linear latent embedding can be used as a collective variable for enhanced sampling, and present a simple modification that allows us to rapidly perform sampling in multiple related systems. We first demonstrate our method is able to describe the effects of force field changes in capped alanine dipeptide after learning a model using AMBER99. We further provide a simple extension to variational dynamics encoders that allows the model to be trained in a more efficient manner on larger systems by encoding the outputs of a linear transformation using time-structure based independent component analysis (tICA). Using this technique, we show how such a model trained for one protein, the WW domain, can efficiently be transferred to perform enhanced sampling on a related mutant protein, the GTT mutation. This method shows promise for its ability to rapidly sample related systems using a single transferable collective variable and is generally applicable to sets of related simulations, enabling us to probe the effects of variation in increasingly large systems of biophysical interest.
Introduction
Efficient sampling of protein dynamics remains an unsolved problem in computational biophysics. Even with advances in GPU hardware, custom chips, and algorithms 1,2 , most molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies are limited to understanding the atomistic dynamics of one protein system at a time.
However, for MD to be predictive in guiding experiments, we require methods capable of describing the effects of perturbations to a system 3 . A perturbation can be very broadly defined, and could be a mutation to a protein sequence, a post-translational modification, ionic concentration, solvent type, protonation state, or chemical potential, or for better understanding simulation parameters, a change in force field (FF). For instance, we would like to predict via simulation how these perturbations affect protein dynamics, for instance, characterizing how a protein's folded state is stabilized or an intermediate is trapped.
Several analytical methods have been developed to combine information from simulation at multiple conditions to be able to make predictions about the system in different thermodynamic states (WHAM, bin-less WHAM, MBAR, DHAM, xTRAM, TRAM, etc.). However, there is also much information to be gained from an original simulation that can be leveraged to accelerate new simulations of related systems. If the phase space visited by a perturbed system is mostly unchanged from the original system, predicting these changes should be far cheaper than running and analyzing a new set of simulations from scratch 4 , as information about the phase space is already known and all new regions can be explored on timescales shorter than the enhanced sampling runs. If the kinetics between states and equilibrium populations of states are changed by the perturbation, enhanced sampling is a promising method to more rapidly sample mutant systems. Enhanced sampling on a slow coordinate that is conserved between system conditions may be able to give unbiased exploration along faster coordinates, accelerating simulation of the entire phase space across conditions. This type of study of a system is complementary to post-simulation analysis methods that combine information from multiple states.
Enhanced sampling methods aim to use prior information about a system to accelerate simulation. In Metadynamics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , a commonly-used enhanced sampling method and the focus of this work, time-dependent Gaussians are deposited along user-selected collective variables (CVs). This biases the system away from regions of phase space that have already been visited. However, the selection of which CV to use is critical for meaningfully sampling the system. A choice of poor CVs, even in the simplest of cases, leads to hysteresis such that the timescales required for convergence approach, or even exceed, unbiased sampling timescales 10 .
To address this problem of CV choice, we recently showed 3,11 that time-structure based independent component analysis (tICA), a relatively recent advance in the Markov state model (MSM) field [12] [13] [14] , yields an excellent set of linear and non-linear collective variables (CVs) for enhanced sampling via Metadynamics or other methods. tICA and its many variants 12, 15, 16 attempt to linearly approximate the dominant eigenfunctions of the Markovian Transfer operator 2, 17 . We also showed that the tICA modes, also called tICs, can be well approximated in the low data regime even if no transition was observed in the unbiased training simulation 11 . We argued 11 that using the eigenfunctions of the transfer operator represent a natural basis for enhanced sampling since they approximate the slowest dynamical modes. Biasing a metadynamics on a tICA mode still represents a userselected CV, but is intended to be the most slowly-decorrelating CV, thereby hopefully maximizing exploration of phase space.
Traditional tICA analyses produce linear models, which limit their descriptive capabilities. In contrast, non-linear tICA methods employ the popular kernel trick 12, 15, 18, 19 which greatly increases their ability to approximate the Transfer operator. However, these kernel methods require the user to select both a distance metric and an appropriate kernel (i.e. Gaussian, exponential, polynomial). For computational efficiency, these kernel methods additionally require identification of appropriate landmark locations 11, 15 and other parameters. Empirically, we have observed that a poor choice of landmarks and parameters can lead to slow convergence in sampling conformation space and their relative free-energies.
To introduce non-linearity into our CV without the drawbacks of kernel tICA, we turn towards deep neural networks (DNNs) for dimensionality reduction. The recent development of time-lagged extensions of variational auto-encoders, namely the Variational Dynamics Encoder (VDE) 20 and the Time-Lagged Auto-encoder (TAE) 21 , have made the flexibility of deep neural networks available for dimensionality reduction in molecular simulation. Both VDEs and TAEs are variants of traditional auto-encoders, unsupervised machine learning algorithms that learn encodings for the input data by trying to reconstruct the high dimensional data from a low-dimensional encoded value. In contrast to the traditional method, the VDE and TAE frameworks attempt to reconstruct future dynamics (Figure 1a ) based upon the current encoded value.
In this work, we show how the latent coordinate (z) of a VDE model can be used to perform enhanced sampling. This single latent layer encodes information regarding all of the slow modes of the system. A model trained on one protein can also be transferred to perform enhanced sampling on closely related mutants (Figure 1b) . While previous papers have attempted to use traditional auto-encoders for enhanced sampling, these methods suffer from three flaws. 2). It is possible that auto-encoder-based models, given no information about dynamics, learn a representation that artificially adds barriers between "kinetically" similar states. As an example, consider a fictitious landscape with 3 basins (A-C) such that state A has to pass through state B to get to state C. It is possible that a traditional auto-encoder could map those states to non-continuous integers (A:1, B:3, C:2). This is a perfectly good dimensionality reduction but a bad coordinate for sampling via Metadynamics because a particle in basin A will now need to overcome additional repulsive forces when it jumps to the final basin C. By contrast, the VDE's loss function is designed to reproduce time-lagged dynamics which will naturally map A-C to continuous integers.
3). None of these methods show how these networks might be transferred to new, unseen mutants. In the present work, we show how a simple sequence alignment can be used to transfer these networks to new mutant proteins.
Figure 1:Pictorial representation of the method. a). The VDE is a dimensionality reduction scheme designed to reproduce dynamics at a given lag time . The latent space z can then be used as a CV for enhanced sampling for not just the protein sequence that was used to train the model but also for related sequences. b). Step-wise algorithm for sampling a mutation after training a VDE on the protein wild type (WT).
VDEs create a single transferable encoding for alanine dipeptide. As a proof of concept, we train a VDE to learn the dynamics of alanine dipeptide (henceforth referred to as Alanine) and use the coordinates for enhanced sampling. We obtained a previously generated ~170ns solvated alanine dipeptide trajectory 3, 11 (Figure 2b ). This trajectory was run in the AMBER99sb 22 forcefield model (FF), and contained 2 transitions along the slower coordinate. The rarity of this transition makes thermodynamic analysis difficult, yet enhanced sampling allows us to obtain more converged statistics.
We first create a VDE with a latent coordinate that separates all major Alanine states ( $ , & , and ) defined on its Ramachandran plot (Figure 2a) . We generated the model using 170ns training data ( Figure 2b ). We then used the latent coordinate of the trained model for enhanced sampling in both the original FF of the training data, to obtain more converged sampling, and transferred to CHARMM22 23, 24 to efficiently sample Alanine's landscape across multiple "mutant" FFs.
For the VDE model, we used the sin-cosine transform of the backbone dihedrals ( , ) as inputs for the neural network. For the encoder network, these four input values were fed into 2 fully connected layers with 16 hidden nodes with the Swish non-linearity 25 in the middle. This layer was then compressed to a single encoding (z), which was used for enhanced sampling calculations. Numerically, the architecture can be represented as 4-16-16-1, where the integers indicate the number of input, hidden layer, and latent nodes, respectively. For the decoder network, the singular latent node was expanded using the same architecture as the encoder network but in reverse after passing the latent node through a variational ( ) noise layer 20 (1--16-16-4) . We trained the model using the dual time-lagged reconstruction and auto-correlation losses as suggested previously 20 . We trained the model at a lag-time of 1ns for 30 epochs. The training was performed using the Adam optimizer 26 with an initial learning rate of 1 x 10 -4 . The model was built using PyTorch 27 and training took less than 5 minutes on a CPU platform. The trained model's results are shown in Figure 2 a-b. As can be seen in Figure 2a , the latent coordinate learns a highly non-linear transformation over the alanine dipeptide simulation, separating the major states along a single coordinate. In contrast, the slowest tICA solution primarily describes movement only along the slower coordinate. While the tICA coordinate can be used for sampling 3, 11 , an additional coordinate is needed to distinguish basins along . Alternatively, simulations utilizing enhanced sampling on the first tICA coordinate would need to be run for long enough that the simulations naturally equilibrate along the faster coordinate. In contrast, a single VDE coordinate distinguishes between all 3 major alanine basins and forms the collective variable for our simulations.
To perform enhanced sampling simulations of Alanine using the latent VDE coordinate, we translated the fitted PyTorch VDE network into custom Plumed 28 expressions and performed the simulations using OpenMM 1 . At its core, the VDE encoding (z) is simply a nonlinear combination of input dihedral features optimized using the dual loss function mentioned above. Once this collective variable has been transferred, sampling along this coordinate can be accelerated using a variety of CV-based enhanced sampling methods, such as Metadynamics, Adaptive Bias Force Sampling, Umbrella Sampling, etc.
The results of our well-tempered Metadynamics 29 simulations are shown in Figure 2c -d. Supporting Information Table 1 contains the simulation parameters, though we empirically found that a range of parameter values gave similar results. In our simulations, we observed fast diffusion along the VDE coordinate in less than 40 ns and obtained multiple transitions along the slower coordinate. Lastly, the VDE-Metadynamics simulations can be reweighted to full phase space using MBAR 30 and last-bias reweighting or the timeindependent estimator method 9 , allowing for arbitrary projections along other observables (Figure 2d ). For larger proteins, neural network training can be accelerated by encoding the outputs of a linear tICA model Despite the success of our VDE enhanced sampling framework demonstrated above, training directly on input features is unlikely to be efficiently scalable to large systems with many features. For instance, the commonly-used contact map featurization for a protein of length n results in O(n 2 ) features. For very small proteins, this is tractable; however, a protein with 30 residues already has 435 distance features. In neural network architectures, it is not uncommon to require the number of units in a hidden layer to be larger than the number of input features in order to capture nonlinear effects. Thus even in the first hidden layer, we would need to perform on the order of hundreds of thousands of float multiples (435 nodes * 435 multiples per node). These calculations will need to be performed at every single time step, thereby reducing simulation speed. Given this scaling problem, how could we tractably use the VDE on a larger system without limiting featurization schemes or hand-selecting features?
To address this scaling issue, we demonstrate that transforming the original feature input space to projections in tICA 12, 13, 15, 33 space prior to encoding in the VDE alleviates this scaling problem (tICA-VDE). tICA seeks to embed protein configurations along their set of slowest de-correlating coordinates. We can project the data along a selected number of slowest tICA modes, also called tICs, such that the rest of the modes have an exchange timescale smaller than the length of our enhanced simulations, thereby ensuring convergence. Our collective variable z is now a non-linear combination of the current frame's projection onto the training dataset's slowest orthogonal tICA collective modes (Figure 1) . Thus, our single hidden node encodes information about all the slow linear tICA modes of interest. While our methodology still requires the user to pick an appropriate feature space ( dihedrals/contacts/etc), we note that multiple feature schemes can be used simultaneously with an appropriate scaling term, and that the feature space can also be potentially be optimized using the WT simulation 34, 35 .
There are several key advantages of using tICA due to its ability to explicitly model the slowest modes 11, 13 in the system. The tICA pre-processing step additionally allows us to train the networks much faster since the hidden node sizes can now be significantly lowered. This is because only a few tICA modes (< 5-10) are necessary to accurately capture the slow subspace of the system since the enhanced molecular simulation can naturally equilibrate across the remaining faster modes. The reduced network dimensionality also means that our model can actually be used as an efficient collective coordinate without excessively slowing down the simulations. Another advantage of using tICA is that if the protein dynamics are coupled i.e. moving along one tIC requires some change along the second (Figure 3a) , then we naturally include that coupling. It also allows us to understand 4 what the network is accelerating since we know what the tICs represent (Supporting Information Figure 3) at the atomic scale. An added advantage of this is that we can limit our simulations to only certain regions of phase-space, say to prevent sampling some irrelevant high free energy regions by simply excluding tICs that represent movement into that region. Other methods to sample multiple collective modes in parallel have been proposed, but tICA-VDE samples multiple collective modes while avoiding setting up a series of parallel bias or Hamiltonian replica exchange simulations 6, 36 and the accompanying murky parameter selection. 39 and reweighted 9 using MBAR 30, 31 to project on to the tICA coordinates. The 0 kcal/mol is defined using the highest populated FIP state. The protein images were generated using VMD 40, 41 while the rest used IPython Notebook 42 and MSMExplorer
. We compress both of the slow modes onto a single coordinate (color bar) using a VDE model. The gold star indicates the starting point for all FIP and GTT simulations. b). The model is transferable to the GTT mutant of the FIP protein. The x-axis tracks the simulation time (the first 30ns were discarded for equilibration), the y-axis tracks projection along the VDE latent coordinate (z), and the inset shows that the predicted GTT folded state is very similar to the FIP folded state (folded state in color, predicted folded state in red). c). The Metadynamics simulations are clustered
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As a proof of concept, we recaptured the effects of the GTT mutation on the FIP WW domain folding landscape 43, 38, 37 . To that end, we obtained the 600 FIP WW domain folding trajectories from the DE Shaw group 38,37 performed using the Anton machine 44 .
We computed the closest heavy atom and alpha carbon contact distances for all residues at least 3 apart in sequence for the FIP training simulation for a total of 184 features. These were then mean-centered and scaled to unit variance. We used the Sparse-tICA 13, 45 algorithm which performs the tICA calculation but with a tunable penalty for model complexity, allowing us to create a tICA model with a reduced number of features per tIC. This penalty is tunable: increasing the penalty reduces the number of features and results in fewer features needed to drive the system in enhanced sampling, but a too-sparse model leads to hidden orthogonal modes since we now have to wait for discarded degrees of freedom to respond to the bias. For our simulations, we selected a model that retained 106 of the 184 contact distance features across the top two tICs. Thus at every integration time step, SparsetICA saves us 78 contact distance calculations. Similarly to our previous work 3 and others 46, 47 , our tICA analysis indicated that the slowest two modes, both of which have an exchange timescale longer than 50 ns, corresponded to the folding process and an offpathway register shift mis-folding process (Figure 3a, Supporting Information Figure 3) . Our modeling also showed that we could approximate the tICA solutions with as little as 20-30% of the 600 long trajectories (Supporting Information Figure 4 ), indicating that our methodology can likely scale to data-poor regimes as well. In previous work, no linear coordinate was able to distinguish between the folded, unfolded, and mis-folded states, thereby previously requiring 3 multiple coordinates to be simultaneously enhanced and connected via Hamiltonian replica exchange. To more simply perform enhanced sampling on both orthogonal modes, we trained a VDE model on the FIP simulation data projected onto the top two sparse tICs.
The tICA-transformed data was fed into a VDE network with an encoder architecture of 2-20-20-1. The decoder mirrored the encoder architecture except for an additional -layer. The VDE model was trained for 100 epochs using the Adam optimizer and an initial learning rate of 1 x 10 -2 . This entire pipeline was then transferred to Plumed 28 for enhanced sampling via well-tempered Metadynamics 29 . As shown in Figure 3a , the VDE latent coordinate (color bar) is able to transform the linear tICA modes into a highly non-linear function which goes from the folded (F) to unfolded (UF) to register shifted misfolded (MF) states. Without the preprocessing, a VDE transformation is unable to fully distinguish the folding process and misfolded state Thus, the latent coordinate of the VDE trained on tICA-transformed data was used as a transferable collective variable for Metadynamics simulations.
All of our simulations were set up as previously described 3 , and the exact parameters for the Metadynamics simulations are given in SI Table 2 . We started 80 walkers for both the FIP and GTT mutant from the same initial coordinates (the GTT mutant was homology modeled into the same conformation as FIP). Each walker was run for approximately 100ns, with the first 30ns being discarded for equilibration. For both FIP and GTT, we obtained ~ 7.5 of aggregate sampling, but it is worth noting that all of these simulations were completed in only 4 days on commodity K80 GPUs. We also did not optimize the Metadynamics parameters, but believe that this sampling can be significantly accelerated by either selecting better parameters, such as initial Gaussian height, Gaussian drop rate or bias factor, or coupling to a structural reservoir of homology modeled states 3 .
The results of our simulations are shown in Figure 3b -c. For both FIP and the GTT mutant, several walkers (4 for FIP, 11 for GTT) naturally folded to their WW topology (Figure 3b inset, Supporting Information Movie 1 and Movie 2) without providing any additional information about the folded states. Moreover, other walkers sampled the mis-folded state (Figure 3c ), indicating the ability of the single non-linear coordinate to separate all major basins in the WW domain.
Lastly, we also clustered the FIP Metadynamics simulation to 5 states using the MiniBatch KMeans algorithm, and obtained macrostate populations after reweighting via MBAR 30, 31 . Projecting onto either the tICA coordinates (Figure 3c ) or the Latent coordinate (Supporting Information Figure 1) showed that the folded GTT state is slightly more stable (<1 kcal/mol) compared to FIP. In their paper 38 , Piana et al. also showed that a triple mutation (the GTT mutant) stabilized the folded state by less than 1 kcal/mol. However, inherent robustness issues with Metadynamics simulations combined with limited methods for post-error analysis of Metadynamics simulations make it difficult to make precise predictions. However, we did repeat our Metadynamics simulations with different parameters (Supporting Information table 3 and Supporting Information Figure 2 ) and obtained qualitatively similar results in only ~4-5 of aggregate sampling per mutant. We believe it might be possible to push the aggregate simulation time down even further, but that optimization is outside the scope of this paper.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, we have shown how a new extension of traditional auto-encoders, namely the variational dynamics encoder (VDE), can provide an excellent single collective variable (CV) for enhanced sampling of protein dynamics. For simple systems that are inherently low dimensional, like the alanine dipeptide, one can learn the dynamics directly from the few degrees of freedom. One benefit of this approach is a more direct connection to those original degrees of freedom. However, for larger systems, it is more natural to employ some dimensionality reduction scheme, which creates another layer for interpretation, but allows for very efficient learning. Therefore we also demonstrate that pre-processing the training trajectories using the tICA 13 algorithm allows for more efficient training to produce simpler collective variables that directly push the system along all of its relevant slow modes. The flexibility and scalability of our method to larger systems allows us to use a single collective variable to rapidly perform enhanced sampling on related protein mutants.
While the purpose of this paper was to create a single transferable collective variable using deep neural networks, there are several extensions possible to this framework. One possibility would be to create an end-to-end training procedure, for instance by using a convolutional neural network, which constrains the dimensions at every hidden layer, so that the tICA transformation becomes unnecessary without sacrificing simulation speed.
While our method was used to compress multiple orthogonal processes a single collective variable, one can readily imagine more topologically complex free energy landscapes that do not make sense to be compressed to a single CV. In this case, our method could also be used with a higher-dimensional latent variable, which are sampled using the bias-exchange or parallel bias metadynamics methods mentioned earlier 6, 36 . Another trivial extension would be to use the tICA algorithm or other optimization protocols as a "feature selection" tool so that it choses what features are fed into the network. This could potentially make better VDE models that are still small enough that they can be efficiently sampled. From an engineering perspective, our methodology of writing custom Plumed scripts is almost certainty inefficient and would likely benefit from some ability to embed these networks directly into the MD engine.
Our enhanced sampling scheme also presents an opportunity to engineer network architectures better suited for molecular simulations. For example, are dynamics better represented in "fatter" networks with more nodes and relatively few layers, or "deeper" networks with more layers but fewer nodes? Is there a difference in performance between different non-linear transformations (Sigmoid, ELU, ReLU, leaky ReLU etc.)? Can we better describe what these networks are learning at the atomic scale? For all of these tests, we recommend the Shaw FIP and GTT datasets 43, 38, 37 as a standard benchmark: to our knowledge, both the WT and mutant GTT domains contain at least 2 slow modes and being able to efficiently sample them remains challenging. Furthermore, several computational and experimental studies predict an observable difference between the two mutants.
Our current manuscript and previous works 3,11 draw inspiration from transfer learning, a commonly-used method in machine learning where a model trained on one dataset shows utility for a related dataset 48 . Similarly, we believe neural networks or other models built using the WT datasets can be transferred to mutant simulations to enhance dynamics, potentially allowing for MD to be more predictive. There are many biophysical parameters that determine protein conformation and that would be useful to be able to rapidly vary and characterize via simulation. Our method could enable performing sets of simulations for a protein with different mutations, post-translational modifications, ionic concentrations, protonation states, solvents, and so forth. In addition to a transfer of collective variable, other information from the WT model might be useful for setting Metadynamics parameters (such as Gaussian heights, sigma or the well-tempered bias factor) 3 or even accelerating convergence by coupling to structural reservoirs 3 .
Ultimately, it is not known when transfer learning will fail for efficient sampling of related systems. Moffet et al. 49 argue that answer is likely system dependent. It is worth noting that any defined observable quantity from a molecular simulation is a collective variable and guaranteed to converge conditioned on enough sampling. However, a poorly-chosen CV could require more sampling to converge than brute force MD. Therefore, similar to previous work 3 , we recommend caution against arbitrarily transferring these networks.
We believe auto-encoder frameworks, such as the VDE and TAE models, offer a promising path forward for enhancing dynamics, transferring models within related systems, and ultimately allowing for probing larger and more complex biophysical systems via simulation and making simulations predictive against experimental data.
